Milton Library Monday Book Discussion Group
10:00 AM Meeting at Winter Valley 600 Canton Ave.
7:30 PM Meeting at Milton Library

Books for 2016 – 2017 Season

October 3, 2016  Gray Mountain by John Grisham
    Legal thriller set in the heart of Appalachia. A young lawyer fights the Big Coal companies for justice for the local people.

November 7, 2016  The Children Act by Ian McEwan
    The court must decide on medical treatment when church teachings forbid it.

December 5, 2016  The Art Forger by B.A. Shapiro
    Learn about the world of art forgery from an artist who copies Old Masters for wealthy clients. Elizabeth Stewart Gardner Museum connection!

February 6, 2017  My Soul to Take: A Novel of Iceland
    By Yrsa Sigurdardottir
    Murder mystery set in a health spa on the coast of Iceland. Spoiler alert! Do not read the preface first!

March 6, 2017  The Diver’s Clothes Lie Empty by Vendela Vida
    A woman’s passport is stolen in Casablanca and she realizes she can assume any identity. Mystery and psychic thriller!

April 3, 2017  The Bad Ass Librarians of Timbuktu
    By Joshua Hammer
    Librarians save precious centuries-old Arabic texts from Al Qaeda

May 1, 2017  The Penguin Lessons by Tom Michell
    A unique real-life story of the extraordinary bond between a teacher and the penguin he rescues. Set in turbulent Argentina.